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What is CaBOL?
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What does CaBOL do?

Remote sensing technologies

CaBOL research focusses on building collections

can be drawn from the satellite image to the genetic

of all organisms present in the Caucasus, plant,
animal, microbial, terrestrial and aquatic. This
requires expertise in taxonomy — the science of
identifying and describing species. In addition to
building research collections, CaBOL is simultaneously preserving DNA from ALL of the species
collected and obtaining DNA sequences from each
species. This is part of the global Barcode of Life
program, which generates unique DNA sequence

One aim of CaBOL is to understand how conclusions
biodiversity of the Caucasus. The figure shows
remote sensing technologies with the addition of
various thematic “layers“ of the national surfaces
of Georgia and Armenia. The four layers represent
different applications of remote sensing: a) spectral
values, b) biodiversity hotspot analysis and predicted
biodiversity, c) vector layer, and d) genetic information layer.

identifiers for unambiguous species identification.
Simultaneously with collecting and barcoding,
CaBOL also has an education imperative — integrated with our research, CaBOL is also training the
next generation of biologists in principles of taxonotaxonomy and biodiversity research into the future.

How can you participate?
CaBOL actively supports and solicits participation,
by both institutions and persons with an interest in
biodiversity and natural history & nature protection
of the Caucasus region. We would especially welcome naturalists and biologists with expertise in
taxa native to the region, and students who want to
learn more about Caucasian biodiversity. If you are
interested in finding out more about CaBOL, and/or
how you or your organization might participate in
our work, please contact your local CaBOL representative.
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